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Affidavit 

Family Law Rules 2021 – RULE 8.15 
General Federal Law Rules 2021 – RULE 4.04 

Filed in: 

 Federal Circuit and Family Court of Australia 

 Family Court of Western Australia 

 Other (specify)       

Type of proceedings: 

 Family law proceedings 

 Migration proceedings 

 General federal law proceedings 

 Other (specify)       

Filed on behalf of: 

Full name: NOVAK DJOKOVIC  

COURT USE ONLY 

Client ID   

File number   

Filed at     

Filed on 

Court location   

Court date   

Name of person swearing/affirming this affidavit (SEE PART C) 

NATALIE BANNISTER  

Date of swearing/affirming 07 / 01 / 2022 
 

Part A About the parties 

 
APPLICANT 1  RESPONDENT 1 

Family name (as used now)/Title/Organisation  Family name (as used now)/Title/Organisation 

DJOKOVIC  MINISTER FOR HOME AFFAIRS 

Given names (as required)  Given names (as required) 

NOVAK        

APPLICANT 2  RESPONDENT 2 

Family name (as used now)/Title/Organisation  Family name (as used now)/Title/Organisation 

             

Given names (as required)  Given names (as required) 
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Signature of person making this affidavit (deponent) Signature of witness 
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Part B About the independent children’s lawyer (if appointed) 

 

Independent children’s lawyer family name Given names 

N/A       

Firm name 

      

 

Part C About you (the deponent) 

 

Family name (as used now)/Title/Organisation Given names 

BANNISTER NATALIE 

 

Gender   Usual occupation (if applicable) 

 Male  Female  X SOLICITOR 

 
What is your address? 

You do not have to give your residential address if you are concerned about your safety. You may give another address at which you 
are satisfied that you will receive documents. 

Care of Hall & Wilcox, Level 11, Rialto South Tower, 525 Collins Street 

MELBOURNE 

      State VIC Postcode 3000 

 

Part D Evidence 

 

1. I am a Partner of the firm Hall & Wilcox, the solicitors for the Applicant. I have the carriage of this proceeding 
on behalf of the Applicant. 
 

2. The following facts and matters set out within this affidavit are within my own personal knowledge except as 
otherwise stated. Where I indicate in this affidavit that a matter to which I refer is based on information 
supplied to me by another person or in a document, I believe that matter to be true unless I state otherwise. 

 
3. I swear this further affidavit in support of the Applicant’s application to amend his originating application so 

that it takes the form annexed to this affidavit at ‘NB-1’. 
 

4. On 6 January 2022 at approximately 10.50am (AEDT), I received an email from the Respondent’s solicitors 
attaching a copy of the visa cancellation decision (Decision) with respect to the Applicant’s visa. ‘NB-2’ is 
the said email (attachments redacted).  

 
5. On 6 January 2022 the Applicant urgently commenced this proceeding by way of Originating Application. 

 
6. On 7 January 2022 at approximately 1.53pm (AEDT), the Applicant’s solicitors received a further email from 

the Respondent’s solicitors. ‘NB-3’ is the said email (attachments redacted). This email attached a further 
copy of the Decision that included 3 additional pages (containing statutory provisions) that were not provided 
with the previous email of 6 January 2022.  

 
7. Since filing the Originating Application, the Applicant’s lawyers have identified further grounds on which the 

Applicant seeks to challenge the purported decision. 
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Part E Signature 

 
I swear the contents of this affidavit are true 
 

Signature of Deponent 

 

Place  MELBOURNE Date    07/ 01  / 2022 

 

Before me (signature of witness) 

 

Full name of witness (please print) 

 

 Justice of the Peace 

 Notary Public 

 Lawyer 
 
 
 
*delete whichever is inapplicable 
 

   
This affidavit was prepared / settled by  deponent/s  

  lawyer NATALIE LOUISE BANNISTER 

   

  PRINT NAME AND LAWYER’S CODE 

Sining Wang 
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This is the document referred to as NB-1 in the affidavit of Natalie Bannister sworn at Melbourne on 7 January 
2022 before me:  
 
 
 
 
Sining Wang 
Australian Legal Practitioner  
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IN THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT AND    File number  

FAMILY COURT OF AUSTRALIA 

REGISTRY: MELBOURNE 
 

NOVAK DJOKOVIC 

Applicant 

 
MINISTER FOR HOME AFFAIRS 

First Respondent 
 

ApplicationProposed amended application – Migration Act 

The applicant applies for a remedy to be granted in exercise of the Court’s jurisdiction under section 

476 of the Migration Act 1958 in respect of the migration decision specified on page 2. 

First court date 

This application is listed for hearing at (court location): 305 William St., Melbourne, Vic., 3000 

Court date and time (registry staff to insert):      at  am/pm. 

All parties or their legal representatives should attend this hearing. Default orders may be made if any 

party fails to attend. The Court may hear and determine all interlocutory or final issues, or may give 

directions for the future conduct of the proceeding. 

Applicant/s address (place of residence or business, if 
different from the address for service) 

n/a ...........................................................................................................................................................  

 ................................................................................................................................................................  

Applicant/s details 

Is the applicant or are any of the applicants to this proceeding currently in immigration detention? 

 ☒ Yes ☐ No 
 

Name and address of the detention centre:  .......................................................................... Unknown 

 ................................................................................................................................................................  

 
(for) Registrar   

Date: ........../.........../.............. 

Filed on behalf of Novak Djokovic 
Prepared by Hall & Wilcox Lawyer’s code       
Name of law firm Hall & Wilcox Lawyers 
Address for service in Australia Level 11, 525 Collins Street, Melbourne 

       State VIC Postcode 3000 
Email Natalie.Bannister@hallandwilcox.com.au DX       
Tel 03 9603 3155 Fax 03 9670 9632 Attention Natalie Bannister 
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Expedited hearing (specify why the applicant believes their hearing should be expedited) 

The hearing should be expedited because the Subclass 408 visa that was cancelled was granted in 

order to allow the applicant to compete in the Australian Open 2022, which starts on 17 January 2022. 

The applicant contends that a purported decision made by a delegate of the respondent on 6 January 

2022 under section 116(1)(e)(i) of the Migration Act 1958 (Cth) to cancel his visa is invalid. The applicant 

respectfully requests that the application be heard urgently such that, if the application is successful, 

the applicant may be able to compete at the Australian Open.  ...........................................................  

 ................................................................................................................................................................  

 ................................................................................................................................................................  

Migration decision details (select box and insert details of the migration decision) 

☐ Decision made by a tribunal  

Name of the tribunal:  .....................................................................................................................  

Date of the decision: ........../.........../.............. 

Have you applied for a protection visa? 

 ☐ Yes ☐ No 

 
☐ Immigration Assessment Authority 

 Date of the decision: ………../……/………….. 

 

☒ Decision made by the Minister or another person under the Migration Act. 

Name of decision-maker: Sudhir R ................................................................................................  

Office held: Position number 60063579 .........................................................................................  

Date of the decision: .....06...../.....01....../.......2022....... 

☒ A future decision or other action by the Minister or an officer under the Migration Act, being 
removal of the applicant from Australia under section 198 of the Act. 
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Application for extension of time  

(an extension is required if the application is not made within 35 days of the date of the migration decision) 
 
Does the applicant apply for an order that the time for making the application be extended under section 

477 of the Migration Act 1958? 

 ☐ Yes ☒ No 

 

Grounds of application for extension of time  

(specify why the applicant considers that it is necessary in the interests of the administration of justice to extend 
time) 

1. Not applicable 

Other Interlocutory, interim or procedural orders sought by applicant/s  
(complete only if other interlocutory, interim or procedural orders are sought) 

1. An order restraining the Respondent, herself or by her servants, agents, or officers, from 

removing the Applicant from Australia pending the hearing and determination of this proceeding, 

or until further order.  

Final orders sought by applicant/s (select boxes and add additional or alternative order/s) 

☒ An order that the decision of the tribunal, Immigration Assessment Authority or Minister be 
quashed. 

☐ A writ of mandamus directed to the tribunal, Immigration Assessment Authority or Minister, 
requiring them to determine the applicant’s application according to law. 

☒ An injunction or alternatively a writ of prohibition restraining the Minister, by himself or by his 
Department, officers, delegates or agents, from making the future decision or taking the other 
action the subject of the proceedings. 

☐ (state precisely each other order sought by way of final relief)☒ An order that the respondent is 
to take appropriate steps to ensure that the applicant is released immediately and forthwith from 
immigration detention. 

☒ Such further or other orders as the Court thinks fit. 

☒ Costs. 

 

Grounds of application (see Instructions for completion) 

Background 

1. On or about 05 January 2022, the Applicant arrived at Melbourne Tullamarine Airport. 

2. At that time, the Applicant held a subclass GG408 (Temporary Activity) visa (“Visa”). 

3. At or about 4.11am on 06 January 2022 an officer of the Australian Border Force gavepurported 

to give to the Applicant: 

a.  a “Notice of intention to consider cancellation under section 116 of the Migration Act 

1958 (Cth) (For use in immigration clearance)” (“Notice”); 
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4.3. ”), which comprises “Part A” of the document at Annexure H to the affidavit of Natalie Bannister 

dated 6 January 2022 (“Annexure H”), and includes a document entitled, “ATTACHMENT A 

(Part A)” (“Attachment”). 

5.4. At or about 07:42 am on 06 January 2022, a delegate of the Respondent (“Delegate”) purported 

to cancel the Applicant’s Visa, pursuant to section 116(1)(e)(i) of the Migration Act 1958 (Cth) 

(“Act”) (“Decision”). 

Ground 1A: failure to give requisite notice under section 119(1:) 

5. The Delegate had no power to cancel the Applicant’s Visa under section 116(1)(e)(i) of the Act 

unless the Applicant had been provided with a notice under section 119(1) that there appeared 

to be grounds for cancelling the Applicant’s Visa and inter alia “giving particulars of those 

grounds”. 

6. Further or alternatively, the Delegate had no power give the Applicant a Notice under section 

119(1) regarding a possible cancellation under section 116(1)(e)(i), or therefore to cancel the 

Applicant’s Visa under section 116(1)(e)(i), unless the Delegate lawfully considered that there 

appeared to be grounds for cancelling the Applicant’s Visa under section 116(1)(e)(i). 

7. The Notice did not give particulars of the ground in section 116(1)(e)(i). 

8. Further or alternatively, the Delegate did not form the requisite state of mind. 

9. The Notice (including Attachment A) states that the “ground”: 

“… is that, the Minister may cancel a visa if he or she is satisfied that:… if its holder 

has entered Australia or has so entered but has not entered Australia or has so 

entered but has not been immigration cleared – it would be liable to be cancelled 

under Section 116(1)(e)(i) of the Migration Act 1958” 

10. But no such ground existed. The Delegate wrongly conflated and confused the distinct grounds 

of cancellation in section 116(1)(d) and (e)(i), respectively. 

11. Section 116(1)(d) provides that the Minister may cancel a visa if he or she is satisfied that, if its 

holder has not entered Australia or has so entered but has not been immigration cleared – it 

would be liable to be cancelled under Subdivision C (incorrect information given by holder) if its 

holder had so entered and been immigration cleared”. 

12. Section 116(1)(e)(i) (on which ground the Delegate purported to cancel the Applicant’s Visa) is 

not in Subdivision C. 

 
Ground 1B: error in purported formation of state of satisfaction described in section 116(1)(e)(i) 
simpliciter 

13. The Delegate had no power to cancel the Applicant’s Visa under section 116(1)(e)(i) of the Act 

unless he or she lawfully formed a state of satisfaction that the presence of the Applicant in 

Australia is or may be, or would or might be, a risk to the health, safety, or good order of the 

Australian community or a segment of the Australian community. 
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14. The Delegate purported to cancel the Applicant’s Visa under section 116(1)(e)(i), but did not 

form that state of satisfaction. 

15. The Delegate stated, in the part of his or her decision record (“Decision Record”) that set out 

the “[d]etails of the evidence and finding about why the delegate is satisfied GROUNDS for 

cancellation DO EXIST” (Part B of the document within Annexure H): 

“Based on the above information, I am satisfied that there are grounds to consider 

cancelling the visa holder’s subclass GG-408 visa. The ground is that, the Minister 

may cancel a visa if he or she is satisfied that: … if its holder has not entered 

Australia or has so entered but has not been immigration cleared – it would be liable 

to be cancelled under Section 116(1)(e)(i) of the Migration Act 1958” 

16. But no such ground existed: paragraphs 10 to 12 above are repeated. 

 
Ground 1C: error in purported formation of state of satisfaction described in section 116(1)I(i) – 
illogicality / irrationality in regard to the ATAGI Principles 

17. Paragraphs 13 and 14 above are repeated. 

6.18. The Attachment contained, relevantly, the following (emphasis added): 

“During an interview with an Australian Border Force (ABF) officer, you have stated 

you are not vaccinated against COVID-19. You have also provided a copy of a 

medical exemption issued by Tennis Australia. This medical exemption was issued 

on the grounds that you have recently recovered from COVID-19.  Under the 

Biosecurity Act 2015, there are requirements for entry into Australian territory.  

These requirements include that international travellers make a declaration as to 

their vaccination status (vaccinated, unvaccinated, or medically contraindicated).  

Travellers may make a declaration that they have a medical contraindication and 

must provide evidence of that medical contraindication provided by their medical 

practitioner. Previous infection with COVID-19 is not considered a medical 

contraindication for COVID-19 vaccination in Australia.” 

7.19. On or about 26 November 2021, the Australian Technical Advisory Group on Immunisation 

(“ATAGI”) promulgated a document entitled, “ATAGI expanded guidance on acute major 

medical conditions that warrant a temporary medical exemption relevant for COVID-19 

vaccines” (“ATAGI Exemption Guidance”). 

8.20. The ATAGI Exemption Guidance addressed when temporary exemptions from vaccination for 

COVID-19 may be granted on the basis of “acute major medical conditions.” 

9.21. The ATAGI Exemption Guidance provided, relevantly, that: 

“Valid reasons for a temporary exemption include: 

… 
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• For all COVID-19 vaccines: 

… 

° PCR-confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection, where vaccination can be 

deferred until 6 months after the infection.” 

10.22. On or about 14 December 2021, ATAGI promulgated a document entitled, “ATAGI advice on 

the definition of fully vaccinated” (“ATAGI Vaccination Advice”). 

11.23. The ATAGI Vaccination Advice distinguished between: 

a. past SARS-CoV-2 infection at any time in the past (page 3); and 

b. past SARS-CoV-2 infection within the previous six months (page 4) (“Recent 

Infection”). 

12.24. In particular, the ATAGI Vaccination Advice provided in relation to Recent Infection: 

“COVID-19 vaccination in people who have had PCR-confirmed SARS-CoV-2 

infection can be deferred for a maximum of six months after the acute illness, as a 

temporary exemption due to acute major medical illness.” 

13.25. The Applicant provided evidence to the Delegate that he had had SARS-CoV-2 infection 

within the previous six months (indeed, within the last month). 

14.26. Accordingly, the Applicant: 

a. met the criteria for a temporary exemption under the ATAGI Exemption Guidance; 

b. fell within the ATAGI Vaccination Advice in relation to Recent Infection. 

(hereafter, the ATAGI Exemption Guidance and the ATAGI Vaccination Advice, “ATAGI 

Principles”) 

15.27. The Decision was made purportedly in application of the ATAGI Principles. 

Particulars 

a. Statements made by or on behalf of the Respondent prior to the Decision indicate that 

decisions concerning entry into Australia are made based on application of “rules,” 

where inferentially such “rules” are to be understood as a reference to guidelines 

fromthe ATAGI Principles — see affidavit of Natalie Bannister dated 06 January 2022. 

b. The webpage, “https://covid19.homeaffairs.gov.au/vaccinated-travellers” implies, in 

relation to unvaccinated persons arriving in Australia, that having a medical 

contraindication recorded in the Australian Immunisation Register (AIR) constitutes, 

“Proof that you cannot be vaccinated for medical reasons when coming to Australia.”  

c. The form “Australian Immunisation Register immunisation medical exemption (IM011)”, 

which is relevant to exemption from vaccination due to medical contraindication, states 

on page 3 that, “The Australian Technical Advisory Group on Immunisation has 
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released expanded guidance on acute major medical conditions that warrant a 

temporary medical contraindication relevant for COVID-19 vaccines. This information is 

available on the Department of Health website 

www.health.gov.au/resources/collections/covid-19-vaccination-provider-resources,” 

and the ATAGI Exemption Guidance and the ATAGI Vaccination Advice are available 

at that link. 

d. The Delegate was purporting to consider (inter alia) the Applicant’s representations, 

one of which relied on ATAGI Principles (see below at 31–33) 

16.28. Despite that the Decisions was made purportedly in application of the ATAGI Principles, in 

fact the Delegate, in purporting to form a state of satisfaction of the matter described in section 

116(1)(e)(i), misconstrued the ATAGI Principles in that: 

a. the Delegate erroneously construed that the ATAGI Principles as failing to provide for a 

valid temporary exemption from vaccination based on recent SARS-CoV-2 infection; 

b. in fact, in the premises set out above, the ATAGI Principles did provide for such a 

temporary exemption from vaccination. 

17.29. In the premises, the Decision purported formation of the state of satisfaction of the matter in 

section 116(1)(e)(i) was seriously illogical or irrational, or legally unreasonable, and was not 

lawfully formed. 

30. Ground 2:Further or alternatively to 28, the Delegate, in purporting to form a state of satisfaction 

of the matter described in section 116(1)(e)(i), failed to consider a representation by the 

Applicant as to why Delegate should not form that state of satisfaction. 

31. Among the reasons given by the Applicant as to why grounds for cancellation do not exist, or 

why the Visa should not be cancelled, was that he had been granted a medical exemption via a 

process involving two independent medical panels, being: (i) a first independent expert medical 

review panel; and (ii) a further independent Medical Exemptions Review Panel of the Victorian 

State Government, in which process the Applicant’s identity was anonymised (Medical 

Exemption Process). 

32. The exemption document resulting from the Medical Exemption Process (Bannister Affidavit, 

Annexure F) recorded that the conditions of exemption were consistent with recommendations 

of ATAGI, i.e., the ATAGI Principles. 

33. In the premises, the Applicant represented that his compliance with ATAGI Principles was a 

reason why grounds for cancellation did not exist, or why his Visa should not be cancelled. 

34. If, alternatively to the primary way in which this ground is put, the Delegate did not have regard 

to ATAGI Principles, then: 

a. the Delegate failed to consider the Applicant’s representation as described above; or 
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b. the Delegate unreasonably failed to obtain and/or consider the ATAGI 

recommendations.  

35. In the premises, the Delegate failed to comply with the obligation to consider representations 

made by the Applicant in response to the Notice issued under section 119(1)(b)(i). 

36. In the premises, the Delegate had no power under section 116(1)(e)(i) to cancel the Applicant’s 

Visa. 

Ground 2A: error in purported exercise of discretion under section 116(1)(e)(i) – failure to 
consider representations made by the Applicant in response to Notice 

37. If, contrary to the grounds outlined above, the Delegate: 

a. had lawfully given the requisite notice under section 119(1); and 

b. had lawfully formed a state of satisfaction of the matter described in section 

116(1)(e)(i), 

the Delegate had a discretion (not a duty) to cancel the Applicant’s Visa under section 

116(1)(e)(i), and erred in the purported exercise of that discretion. 

38. In response to the Notice: 

a. the Applicant made representations as to why his Visa “should not be cancelled” in the 

exercise of discretion under section 116(1)(e)(i), even if the Delegate was satisfied that 

the ground described in that section existed; and 

b.  in particular, made the representations summarised by the Delegate at point 8 of his 

Decision Record (Part B of Annexure H). 

39. The Delegate had no power to cancel the Applicant’s Visa under section 116(1)(e)(i) of the Act 

unless he or she lawfully considered those representations. 

40. The Delegate did not consider those representations and, in particular, those representations 

are not dealt with in point 9 of the Decision Record where the Delegate sets out his or her 

“assessment of the reasons the Visa should not be cancelled”. 

 
Ground 2B: error in purported exercise of discretion under section 116(1)(e)(i) – illogicality / 
irrationality as to extenuating circumstances 

41. Paragraph 37 above is repeated. 

18.42. One of the matters considered by the Delegate was that the Delegate purported to consider 

in deciding whether or not to exercise the discretion in section 116(1)(e)(i) to cancel the 

Applicant’s Visa was (as set out in the relevant part of point 9 of the Decision Record) was 

“whether there were extenuating circumstances beyond the visaVisa holder’s control that led to 

purported grounds for cancellation existing.”. 

19.43. The Delegates reasoning in that connection was as follows (emphasis added): 
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“The visa holder stated that Tennis Australia facilitated his medical exemption from 

COVID-19 vaccination requirement and completed the Australian Travel Declaration 

on his behalf. 

I consider that Tennis Australia would have facilitated his medical exemption and 

Australian Travel Declaration based on information the visa holder provided to them.  

As such, I don't consider these constitute extenuating circumstances beyond the 

visa holder's control. 

Based on the above, I apply significant weight in favour of visa cancellation 

for this factor.” 

20.44. The absence of extenuating circumstances could not, logically or rationally, constitute a 

factor in favour of cancellation.  It could only, logically or rationally, constitute a neutral or 

irrelevant factor. 

21.45. Accordingly, in taking the absence of extenuating circumstances into account as a factor 

significantly in favour of cancellation, the Delegate reasoned in a manner that was seriously 

illogical or irrational. 

Ground 3A: procedural fairness 

22.46. The process leading to the purported Decision included the following: 

a. the Notice was given to the Applicant at or around 4:11 am on 06 DecemberJanuary 

2022; 

b. the Notice stipulated, in accordance with section 121(1)(b), that the Applicant was 

invited to provide comments at an interview at 4:35 am on 06 DecemberJanuary 2022; 

c. at a time subsequently to 6.07 am on 06 DecemberJanuary 2022: 

i. the Applicant asked for further time in which to provide comments, having 

received advice from his lawyers; 

ii. an ABF officerthe Delegate said that the Applicant could have until 08:30 am on 

06 DecemberJanuary 2022 to provide comments; 

d. the statement at paragraph (c)(ii) above involved the exercise of power under section 

121(5) to change the time of the interview to 08:30 on 06 January 2022 to respond. 

d.e. at or about 07:30 am (and at other times), an ABF officer said to the Applicant words 

to the effect that the Applicant’s lawyers would not be able to do anything to help him 

until a decision was made either way so it would be best if he answered their questions 

about his medical condition then and there. 

e.f. After further exchanges, the ABF officer left the room. 

f.g. As outlined above, the Decision was purportedly made at or about 07:42 am. 
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23.47. The process outlined above involved practical injusticeprocedural unfairness to the Applicant 

in that: 

a. had the process represented to him involving his making further comments at 

08:30 am been followed, he would have had an opportunity of making representations 

regarding the content of the ATAGI Principles; 

b. in the event, the Applicant was denied that opportunity. 

a. In the circumstances, the Decision was made in circumstances thatby reference to 

section 124(1), the Delegate did not have power to make the Decision when he or she 

did, including because the Applicant had not yet given his (complete) response to the 

Notice at 07:42 am, and because the time for responding to the Notice had not yet 

passed; or 

c.b. alternatively, it involved a denial of procedural fairnesspractical injustice to the 

Applicant. 

Ground 3B: unreasonableness as to timing of Decision 

48. Paragraph 46 is repeated. 

49. Further or alternatively to ground 3A, the Decision was made when it was (rather than later) 

including for the reason given to the Applicant as set out in paragraph 46.e above. 

50. That was a legally unreasonable basis to make the Decision then (rather than later). 

51. Plainly, there were matters that his lawyers could have assisted the Applicant with before a 

decision is made, including to address various reasons why the Visa should not be cancelled. 
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Other Court Proceedings 

(This section must be completed if the applicant has made a previous application or applications to a court to 
review the decision – see section 486D of the Migration Act 1958.) 

Person or persons who made each previous application:  Not applicable ...........................................  

Court or courts to which each application was made:  ..........................................................................  

Commencement date of each previous application:  ............................................................................  

File number of each application:  ...........................................................................................................  

Outcome of each application:  ...............................................................................................................  

Related Court Proceedings*  

(This section must be completed if a separate application has been made arising out of the same 
circumstances, for example, by the applicant’s employer or by a family member of the applicant) 

Person who has made the related application: Not applicable .............................................................  

Court to which the application has been made:  ...................................................................................  

Commencement date of the related application:  ..................................................................................  

File number of the related application:  .................................................................................................  

* Repeat as necessary for additional proceedings 

Language spoken 

Does the applicant require an interpreter? 

 ☐ Yes ☒ No 

If Yes, what language:  
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Service of Application 

The application must be served on each respondent within 7 days by delivering it to the Department 

of Home Affairs at the address below. 

[The address will be inserted by the Registry] 

 

 

Signature of applicant/s or lawyer 

 

Signed by (print name/s)  

 ...............................................................................  

☐ the applicant/s or ☐  .. lawyer for the applicant/s 

Date: ........../.........../.............. 

 

Lawyer’s Certification (see section 486I of the Migration Act 1958) 

I, Natalie Louise Bannister, the lawyer filing this document commencing migration litigation, certify that 

there are reasonable grounds for believing that this migration litigation has a reasonable prospect of 

success. 

 
 
Signature of the lawyer filing application 

Date: ........../.........../.............. 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE TO RESPONDENT/S 

To the respondent(s): Department of Home Affairs 

of (the address will be inserted by the Registry): 

............................................................................................................................................ 

A respondent who intends to contest the application must file a response within eight weeks of service 
of the application: see rule 29.06(2) of the Federal Circuit and Family Court of Australia (Division 2) 
(General Federal Law) Rules 2021. A response must specify each ground of opposition with 
particulars, including grounds of objection to competency, previous court proceedings, delay, etc. 
Any evidence relied upon must be detailed in or attached to an affidavit. 

A respondent who does not intend to contest the application may file a notice of appearance which 
submits to the orders of the Court save as to costs. 

Form approved by the Chief Judge pursuant to subrule 2.04(1) for the purpose of rule 29.05(1)  

MIG_Application_0921V1 
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This is the document referred to as NB-2 in the affidavit of Natalie Bannister sworn at Melbourne on 7 January 
2022 before me:  
 
 
 
 
Sining Wang 
Australian Legal Practitioner  
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Sining Wang

From: Brown, David <David.Brown@ags.gov.au>
Sent: Thursday, 6 January 2022 10:50 AM
To: Penelope Ford
Cc: Sypott, Keith; Natalie Bannister
Subject: Novak Djokovic
Attachments: Form 1111 - All Parts A; B and C.PDF

Dear Penelope 
 
Novak Djokovic - Visa cancellation decision 
 
Please find attached a copy of the visa cancellation decision, comprising the notice of consideration of cancellation 
(Part A), the Record of Decision (Part B), and the Notification of Decision (Part C). 
 
We are awaiting instructions on the material that was before the decision-maker during the decision process earlier 
this morning, and on your request for an undertaking. 
 
David 
 

___________________________ 

David Brown 

Senior Executive Lawyer 

Australian Government Solicitor 

T 03 9242 1391 

david.brown@ags.gov.au 

Find out more about AGS at http://www.ags.gov.au 

 
Important: This message may contain confidential or legally privileged information. If you think it was sent to you by 

mistake, please delete all copies and advise the sender. For the purposes of the Spam Act 2003, this email is 

authorised by AGS. 

  
 
If you have received this transmission in error please notify us immediately by return e-mail and delete all 
copies. If this e-mail or any attachments have been sent to you in error, that error does not constitute waiver 
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Australian Government

Department of Home Affairs

Notice of intention to consider cancellation
under section 116 of the Migration Act 1958 

(For use in immigration clearance)

Form

1111

All parts to be completed by an officer of the Department. 
Please open this form using Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Either type (in English) in the fields provided or print this form 
and complete it (in English) using a pen and BLOCK LETTERS.
Tick where applicable \7]

Office use only

ICSE Client ID 90470082110

Part A - Notice of intention to consider 
cancelling a visa

1 Full name 
Family name

DJOKOVIC

Given names 

Novak

2 Sex Male 0 Female EE Indeterminate / EH
Intersex / Unspecified

Day Month Year

6 Possible grounds for cancellation
(include disclosable adverse information given by third parties)
It has come to my attention, as a delegate of the Minister for Home 
Affairs and Minister for Immigration and Border Protection, that there 
appear to be a ground for cancellation of your

Day Month Year

subclass GG408 visa granted on 18-Nov-2021

under section 116 of the Migration Act 1958, relying on a ground at:
□ s116(1 )(a)
□ s116(1)(aa)
| | s116(1 )(b) because it appears that you have not complied with 

condition [_______ _______

(Refer to reverse of pages 4, 5,6 and front and reverse of page 7 
for details of conditions)

□ s116(1 )(c)
| | s116(1)(d) because a ground appears to exist at

(Enter relevant ground here — s101, s102, s103, s104 or s105) 
0s116(1)(e) (i) 0 (ii) □
□ s116(1)(f)
□ s116(1)(fa) (i) □ (ii) □
I | s116(1)(g) because a ground appears to exist at 

Reg 2.43(1)

□ other

Please refer to reverse of pages 1,2 and 3 for reference to the relevant 
legislation.
Where the Minister can cancel a visa under subsection 116(1) of the 
Act, the Minister must do so if there exist prescribed circumstances in 
which the visa must be cancelled (see subsection 116(3) of the Act and 
the ‘prescribed circumstances’ in subregulation 2.43(2) of the Migration 
Regulations 1994)- refer to reverse of page 3.
Include the specifics (particulars) of the ground and the information 
because of which the ground appears to exist.

See attachment A

© COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA, 2021 1111 (Design date 12/21) - Page 1
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• c) if ihe l iinisier rnav cancel a '^sa under subsection (1), (1AA), (1AB) or (1 AC), 
the Minister niusi do so if there exist prescribed circumstances in which a 
visa must be cancelled.

s 116
(1) Subject to subsections (2) and (3), the Minister may cancel a visa if he or 

she is satisfied that:
fa) the decision to grant the visa was based, wholly or partly, on a particular 

fact or circumstance that is no longer the case or that no longer exists; or 
(aa) the decision to grant the visa was based, wholly or partly, on the existence j 

of a particular fact or circumstance, and that tact or circumstance did not s 
exist; or \

(b) its holder has not complied with a condition of the visa; or j
(c) another person required to comply with a condition of the visa has not I 

complied with that condition; or
(cl) if its holder has not entered Australia or has so entered but has not 

been immigration cleared - it would be liable to be cancelled under 
Subdivision C (incorrect information given by holder) if its holder had so 
entered and been immigration cleared; or

(e) the presence of its holder in Australia is or may be, or would or might 
be, a risk to;
(i) the health, safety or good order of the Australian community or a j

segment of the Australian community; or j
(ii) the health or safety of an individual or individuals; or j

(f) the visa should not have been granted because the application for it, or j
its grant was in contravention of this Act or of another law of the j
Commonwealth; or j

(fa) in the case of a student visa: j
(i) its holder is not, or is likely not to be, a genuine student; or j
(ii) its holder has engaged, is engaging, or is likely to engage, while in i

Australia, in conduct (including omissions) not contemplated by the j 
visa; or ;

(g) a prescribed ground for cancelling a visa applies to the holder, j
(1 AA) Subject to subsections (2) and (3), the Minister may cancel a visa if he or j

she is not satisfied as to the visa holder’s identity, j
(IAB) Subject to subsections (2) and (3), the Minister may cancel a visa (the i

current visa) if he or she is satisfied that: )
(a) incorrect information was given, by or on behalf of the person who holds j 

the current visa, to:
(i) an officer; or
(ii) an authorised system; or
(iii) the Minister; or
(iv) any other person, or a tribunal, performing a function or purpose 

under this Act; or
(v) any other person or body performing a function or purpose in an 

administrative process that occurred or occurs in relation to this 
Act; and

(b) the incorrect information was taken into account in, or in connection 
with, making:
(i) a decision that enabled the person to make a valid application for 

a visa; or
(ii) a decision to grant a visa to the person; and

(c) the giving of the incorrect information is not covered by Subdivision C, j
This subsection applies whenever the incorrect information was given and ; 
whether the visa referred to in subparagraph (b)(i) or (ii) is the current visa or j 
a previous visa that the person held, 1

(IAC) Subject to subsections (2) and (3), the Minister may cancel a visa (the j
current visa) if he or she is satisfied that: ;
(a) a benefit was asked for or received by, or on behalf of, the person (the •

visa holder) who holds the current visa from another person in return j
for the occurrence of a sponsorship-related event; or j

(b) a benefit was offered or provided by, or on behalf of, the person (the j
visa holder) who holds the, current visa to another person in return for \
the occurrence of a sponsorship-related event, 5

(IAD) Subsection (1 AC) applies: j
(a) whether or not the visa holder held the current visa or any previous visa ' j

at the time the benefit was asked for, received, offered or provided; and i
(b) whether or not the sponsorship-related event relates to the current visa i

or any previous visa that the visa holder held; and j
tc) whether or not the sponsoiship-related event occurred, j

tyX) The regulations may prescribe matieis to which the Minister may have !
mgard in determining whether he or she is satisfied as mentioned in ;
paragraph (1);fa), Such regulations do not limit the matters to which the j 
Minister may have legard (or that purpose, j

Art The (Sinister is not io cancel a visa under subsection (1), (1 AA), (1AB) or j
r1 AC) if (here exist prescribed circumstances in which a visa is not to be I
ouncpiled. ;

For the pulooses of paragraph 116(1 )(g) of the Act (which deals with 
cncurnsiances in which she Minister may cancel a visa), the grounds 
pi escribed ate the following,
0) (hat Me Foreign Minister has personally determined that:

(i) in the case ot a visa other than a relevant visa - the holder of the 
visa is a person whose presence in Australia:
(A) is, or would be, contrary to Australia’s foreign policy interests; or
(B) may be directly or indirectly associated with the proliferation 

of weapons of mass destruction; or
(ii) in the case of a relevant visa - the holder of the visa is a person 

whose presence in Australia may be directly or indirectly 
associated with the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction;

(aa) in the case of a person who is the holder of a visa other than a relevant 
visa, the person:
(i) is declared under paragraph 6(1 )(b) or (2){b) of the Autonomous 

Sanctions Regulations 2011 for the purpose of preventing the 
person from travelling to, entering or remaining in Australia; and

(ii) is not a person tor whom the Foreign Minister has waived the 
operation of the declaration in accordance with regulation 19 of 
the Autonomous Sanctions Regulations 2011;

(b) that the holder of the visa has been assessed by the Australian Security 
Intelligence Organisation to be directly or indirectly a risk to security, 
within the meaning of section 4 of the Australian Security Intelligence 
Organisation Act 1979:

(e) in the case of:
(i) the holder of an Electronic Travel Authority (Class UD) visa who is 

under 18; or
(iii) the holder of a Tourist (Class TR) visa, that was applied for using 

form 601E, who is under 18; or
(iv) the holder of a Visitor (Class TV) visa who is under 18; or
(iva) the holder of a Subclass 600 (Visitor) visa in the Tourist stream, 

that was applied for using form 1419 (Internet), who is under 18; 
that either:

(v) both of the following apply:
(A) the law of the visa holder’s home country did not permit the 

removal of the visa holder;
(B) at least 1 of the persons who could lawfully determine where 

the additional applicant is to live did not consent to the grant 
of the visa; or

(vi) the grant of the visa was inconsistent with any Australian child 
order in force in relation to the visa holder;

(ea) in the case of a Subclass 601 (Electronic Travel Authority) visa - that, 
despite the grant of the visa, the Minister is satisfied that the visa holder:
(i) did not have, at the time of the grant of the visa, an intention only 

to stay in, or visit, Australia temporarily for the tourism or business 
purposes for which the visa was granted; or

(ii) has ceased to have that intention;
(f) in the case of:

(i) the holder of an Electronic Travel Authority (Class UD) visa who is 
under 18 and is not accompanied by his or her parent or guardian; or

(iii) the holder of a Tourist (Class TR) visa, that was applied for using 
form 601E, who:
(A) is under 18; and
(B) is not accompanied by his or her parent or guardian; or

(iv) the holder of a Visitor (Class TV) visa who is under 18 and is not 
accompanied by his or her parent or guardian; or

(v) the holder of a Subclass 600 (Visitor) visa in the Tourist stream, that 
was applied for using form 1419 (Internet), who is under 18 and is 
not accompanied by his or her parent or guardian;

that the holder of that visa does not have adequate funds, or adequate 
arrangements have not been made, for the holder’s maintenance, support 
and general welfare during the holder’s proposed visit in Australia;

(g) in the case of a temporary visa held by a person other than a visa 
holder mentioned in paragraph (h) - that the visa holder asks the 
Minister, in writing, to cancel the visa;

(h) in the case of a temporary visa held by a person who is under the age 
of 18 years and is not a spouse, a former spouse or engaged to be 
married - that:
(i) a person who is at least 18 years of age, and who can lawfully 

determine 'where the visa holder is to live, asks the Minister, in 
writing, to cancel the visa; and

Continued on reverse of page 2 ►
1111 (Design date 12/21 j - Page 1 reverse
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Department of Home Affairs

Part A - Notice of intention to consider cancelling a visa (continued)

7 Opportunity to comment
The Migration Act 1958 gives you the opportunity to comment on the 
intention to consider cancellation of your visa and to give reasons why 
your visa should not be cancelled. Your comments could include:
• why grounds for cancellation do not exist; or
• why your visa should not be cancelled.
You are invited to provide your comments at interview.

Interview will be held on

Beginning at

At the following location

Day Month Year

t£ oi

1 % %

If you choose not to comment, the delegate may make his/her decision 
based on the information available to them.
If your visa is cancelled you may be refused immigration clearance.
You may also be detained and removed from Australia as an unlawful 
non-citizen under s189 of the Migration Act 1958. The visas of any 
dependants may also be cancelled.
If your visa is cancelled, you may become subject to an exclusion period. 
If you are subject to an exclusion period as a result of a visa 
cancellation, you may be prevented from being granted various types of 
visas for a period of up to 3 years. You may also be prevented from 
making a valid application for certain classes of visa while in Australia.
If a decision is made not to cancel your visa you will be immigration 
cleared and allowed to enter Australia.
Except in the case of consideration of cancellation of a visa under
Reg 2.43(2), factors the delegate may take into consideration in making
a decision whether to cancel your visa include (but are not limited to) the
following:
• the purpose of your travel to Australia;
• extent of compliance with the conditions of your visa;
• the degree of hardship which may be caused to you or your family 

(Note: As per the Convention on the Rights of the Child, the best 
interests of any child in Australia under 18 years of age will be 
considered);

• the circumstances in which the ground for cancellation arose;
• your behaviour in relation to the Department, now and on any 

previous occasion;
• whether there are mandatory legal consequences to a cancellation 

decision.

9 Delegate’s details

Signature 
of officer

Name

Position number 60063579

Date

Day Month Year 

06-Jan-2022 Time n

10 Visa holder’s signature to acknowledge that this notice has been received 
Refusal to acknowledge receipt of this notice will not prevent the 
delegate from making a decision on whether to cancel your visa.

Signature of 
visa holder

Date

!)y f\dr <KT|k

Day Month Year

06 Jen ^ -Time A: It-

11 Interpreter details

8 Disclosure of information
Note: The Privacy Act protects information you give in this interview. 
For more information, see the reverse of pages 3 and 4.

© COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA. 2021 1111 (Design date 12/21) - Page 2
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(ii) the Minister is satisfied that there is no compelling reason to
believe that the cancellation of the visa would not be in the best > 
interests of the visa holder; i

(i) in the case of the holder of; I
(i) a Subclass 456 (Business (Short Stay)) visa; or
(ia) a Subclass 459 (Sponsored Business Visitor (Short Stay)) visa; or
(ib) a Subclass 600 (Visitor) visa in the Business Visitor stream; or S
(ii) a Subclass 956 (Electronic Travel Authority (Business Entrant i

- Long Validity)) visa; or j
(iii) a Subclass 977 (Electronic Travel Authority (Business Entrant ;

-Short Validity)) visa- I
that, despite the grant of the visa, the Minister is satisfied that the visa j
holder did not have, at the time of the grant of the visa, or has ceased i
to have, an intention only to stay in, or visit, Australia temporarily for j 
business purposes; j

(ia) in the case of a holder of: j
(i) a Subclass 400 (Temporary Work (Short Stay Specialist)) visa; or j
(ia) a Subclass 401 (Temporary Work (Long Stay Activity)) visa; or
(ib) a Subclass 402 (Training and Research) visa; or
(ie) a Subclass 403 (Temporary 'Work (International Relations)) visa; or
(id) a Subclass 407 (Training) visa; or j
(ie) a Subclass 408 (Temporary Activity) visa; or j
(iii) a Subclass 416 (Special Programme) visa; or j
(v) a Subclass 420 (Entertainment) visa; or j
(xi) a Subclass 488 (Superyacht Crew) visa; i
that the grounds in subregulation (1 A) are met; or {

(j) in the case of the holder of: j
(i) a Subclass 600 (Visitor) visa that is not in the Business Visitor i

stream or the Frequent Traveller stream; or !
(ii) a Subclass 676 (Tourist) visa; or j
(iii) a Subclass 679 (Sponsored Family Visitor) visa; ;
that, despite the grant of the visa, the Minister is satisfied that the visa ;
holder did not have, at the time of the grant of the visa, or has ceased j
to have, an intention only to visit, or remain in, Australia as a visitor i
temporarily for the purpose of visiting an Australian citizen, or Australian ;
permanent resident, who is a parent, spouse, de facto partner, child, I
brother or sister of the visa holder or for another purpose, other than a ;
purpose related to business or medical treatment;

(ja) in the case of the holder of a Subclass 600 (Visitor) visa in the Frequent 
Traveller stream - that, despite the grant of the visa, the Minister is 
satisfied that the visa holder did not have, at the time of the grant of the 
visa, or has ceased to have, an intention only to visit, or remain in, ;
Australia as a tourist or to engage in a business visitor activity; I

(k) in the case of the holder of a Subclass 976 (Electronic Travel Authority j
(Visitor)) visa - that, despite the grant of the visa, the Minister is j
satisfied that the visa holder did not have, at the time of the grant of the I
visa, or has ceased to have, an intention only to visit Australia i
temporarily for tourism purposes; j

(ka) in the case of a holder of a Subclass 651 (eVisitor) visa - that, despite j
the grant of the visa, the Minister is satisfied that the visa holder did not j
have, at the time of the grant of the visa, or has ceased to have, an i
intention only to stay in, or visit, Australia temporarily for the tourism or j
business purposes for which the visa was granted; j

(kb) in the case of the holder of Subclass 457 (Temporary Work (Skilled)) visa f
that was granted on the basis that the applicant met the requirements of ;
subregulation 457,223(4) (as in force before 18 March 2018) - that,. I
despite the grant of the visa, the Minister is satisfied that: {
(i) the holder did not have a genuine intention to perform the i

occupation mentioned in paragraph 457.223(4)(d) (as in force !
before 18 March 2018) at the time of grant of the visa; or ;

(ii) the holder has ceased to have a genuine intention to perform that i
occupation; or j

(iii) the position associated with the nominated occupation is not j
genuine; ;

(kc) in the case of the holder of a Subclass 482 (Temporary Skill Shortage) i
visa in the Short-term stream, Medium-term stream or Labour Agreement 5 
stream - that, despite the grant of the visa, the Minister is satisfied that: ;
(i) the holder did not have a genuine intention at the time of grant of ;

the visa to perform the occupation mentioned in subclause ,
482,212(2) of Schedule 2; or :

(ii) the holder has ceased to have a genuine intention to perform that j
occupation: or ;

(iii: the position associated with that occupation is not genuine; ■

(i) in the case of the holder of a Subclass 457 (Temporary Work (Skilled)) 
visa or a Subclass 482 (Temporary Skill Shortage) visa who is a primary 
sponsored person in relation to a person who is, or was, a standard 
business sponsor or party to a labour agreement (the sponsoi) - that:
(ii) the sponsor has given false or misleading information to the 

Department or the Administrative Appeals Tribunal; or
(iii) the sponsor has failed to satisfy a sponsorship obligation; or
(iv) the sponsor has been cancelled or barred under section 140M of 

the Act; or
(v) the labour agreement has been terminated, has been suspended 

or has ceased;
(ic) in the case of a holder of:

(i) a Subclass 401 (Temporary Work (Long Stay Activity)) visa; or
(ia) a Subclass 402 (Training and Research) visa; or
(ib) a Subclass 407 (Training) visa; or
(ic) a Subclass 408 (Temporary Activity) visa; or
(iii) a Subclass 416 (Special Program) visa; or 
(xi) a Subclass 488 (Superyacht Crew) visa;
who is a primary sponsored person in relation to a person who is or was 
an approved sponsor - that 1 of the grounds specified in subregulation
(1B) is met;

(Id) in the case of a holder of:
(i) a Subclass 401 (Temporary Work (Long Stay Activity)); or
(ia) a Subclass 402 (Training and Research) visa; or
(ib) a Subclass 407 (Training) visa; or
(iii) a Subclass 420 (Entertainment) visa; or
(ix) a Subclass 457 (Temporary Work (Skilled)) visa; or
(x) a Subclass 482 (Temporary Skill Shortage) visa;
who is a secondary sponsored person in relation to a person who is or was 
an approved sponsor - that the person who is or was an approved sponsor 
of the primary sponsored person to whom the secondary sponsored person 
is related has not listed the secondary sponsored person In the latest 
nomination in which the primary sponsored person is identified:

(ie) in the case of a holder of:
(i) a Subclass 401 (Temporary Work (Long Stay Activity)) visa; or 
(ia) a Subclass 408 (Temporary Activity) visa granted on the basis that 

the primary sponsored person satisfied the criteria in clause 408,223 
(religious worker) or 408,224 (domestic worker) of Schedule 2; or 

(Iv) a Subclass 457 (Temporary Work (Skilled)) visa; or 
(v) a Subclass 482 (Temporary Skill Shortage) visa; 
who is a primary sponsored person or a secondary sponsored person in 
relation to a person who is or was an approved sponsor - that the 
person who is or was an approved sponsor has paid the return travel 
costs of the holder in accordance with the sponsorship obligation 
mentioned in regulation 2.80 or 2.80A;

(m) that the Minister reasonably suspects that the holder of the visa has 
committed an offence under section 232A, 233,233A, 234 or 236 of the Act;

(n) that:
(i) a certificate is in force under paragraph 271 (1)(1) of the Act, stating 

that a computer programme was not functioning correctly; and
(ii) both of the following apply:

(A) the visa was granted at the time, or during the period, that is 
specified in the certificate;

(B) the grant of the visa is an outcome from the operation of that 
programme, under an arrangement made under subsection 
495A(1) of the Act, that is specified in the certificate;

(na) the holder of the visa provided a digital passenger declaration of a kind 
referred to in paragraph 3,03AB(1)(a) (other than a digital passenger 
declaration that was withdrawn before the time referred to in paragraph 
3.03AB(1)(b)) and either or both of the following apply;
(i) the digital passenger declaration was incorrect at the time it was 

provided;
(ii) the holder, or a person in charge of the holder on the relevant 

flight or voyage, has provided incorrect information in relation to 
the digital passenger declaration;

(o) that the Minister reasonably suspects that the visa has been obtained 
as a result of the fraudulent conduct of any person;

(oa) in the case of the holder of a temporary visa (other than a Subclass 050 
(Bridging (General)) visa, a Subclass 051 (Bridging (Protection Visa 
Applicant)) visa or a Subclass 444 (Special Category) visa) - that the 
Minister is satisfied that the holder has been convicted of an offence 
against a law of the Commonwealth, a State or Territory (whether or not 
the holder held the visa at the time of the conviction and regardless of 
the penalty imposed (if any));

Continued on reverse of page 3 ►
1111 (Design dale 12/21) - Page 2 reverse
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Australian
BORDER FORCE

ATTACHMENT A (Part A)

You have arrived at Melbourne Airport as the holder of a subclass GG408 (Temporary Activity) visa. This visa 
allows entry into Australia to Participate in Australia Open Tennis Tournament.

During an interview with an Australian Border Force (ABF) officer, you have stated you are not vaccinated 
against COVID-19. You have also provided a copy of a medical exemption issued by Tennis Australia. This 
medical exemption was issued on the grounds that you have recently recovered from COVID-19.
Under the Biosecurity Act 2015, there are requirements for entry into Australian territory. These 
requirements include that international travellers make a declaration as to their vaccination status 
(vaccinated, unvaccinated, or medically contraindicated). Travellers may make a declaration that they have a 
medical contraindication and must provide evidence of that medical contraindication provided by their 
medical practitioner. Previous infection with COVID-19 is not considered a medical contraindication for 
COVID-19 vaccination in Australia.

A copy of the relevant section of the Biosecurity Act 2015 is attached for your reference.
The information you have provided does not show a medical contraindication to COVID-19 vaccines or 
evidence of that provided by a medical practitioner.

Unvaccinated persons create a greater health risk of contracting COVID-19 and spreading COVID-19 to 
others, either of which will further burden the Australian health system. Ensuring unvaccinated persons do 
not enter Australia is a key mechanism through which the Australian Government has slowed the spread of 
COVID-19 within the Australian community.

All visa holders, whether permanent or temporary are expected to abide by all public health directives issued 
by both Commonwealth and state and territory jurisdictions. A breach of these directions is considered a 
potential risk to the health, safety or good order of the Australian community.

Subject to Section 116(1) of the Migration Act 1958, the Minister may cancel a visa if he or she is satisfied 
that:
(e) the presence of its holder in Australia is or may be, or would or might be, a risk to:
(i) the health, safety or good order of the Australian community or a segment of the Australian community

Based on the above information, I am satisfied there appears to be a ground to consider cancelling your 
subclass GG-408 visa, due to you presenting a risk to the health, safety or good order of the Australian 
community or a segment of the Australian community. The ground is that, the Minister may cancel a visa if 
he or she is satisfied that:... if its holder has not entered Australia or has so entered but has not been 
immigration cleared - it would be liable to be cancelled under Section 116(l)(e)(i) of the Migration Act 1958.
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Biosecurity Act 2015 reference:

(3) For the purposes of paragraph (2)(a), the declaration is a declaration of which of the following 
paragraphs apply to the individual:

(a) the individual:
(i) has received a course of vaccinations with one or more accepted 

COVID-19 vaccines in accordance with a schedule for receiving that course of 
vaccinations that is accepted by the Therapeutic Goods Administration; and

(ii) received the last vaccination in the course of vaccinations at least 
7 days before the day the relevant international flight was scheduled to commence; 
and

(iii) can produce evidence of the matters mentioned in 
subparagraphs (i) and (ii);

(b) the individual:
(i) has a medical contraindication to COVID-19 vaccines; and
(ii) can produce evidence provided by a medical practitioner of the 

matter mentioned in subparagraph (i);
(c) neither paragraph (a) nor (b) applies to the individual.
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Department of Home Affairs

Decision

Office use only

ICSE Client ID 90470082110

Part B- Record of decision whether to 
cancel visa

1

2

Full name 
Family name

DJOKOVIC

Given names

Novak
I

Day Month Year

Date of birth

3

4

5

Current visa details

subclass GG408 visa granted on

Day Month Year

18-Nov-2021

Visa holder’s response
The visa holder received the notice of intention to consider cancelling 
the visa at: (Insert time and date from item 10 Part A)

Day Month Year

4:11 06-Jun-2022

The visa holder:
DID NOT RESPOND OR ADVISED THEY 
DID NOT WISH TO RESPOND to the 
notice of intention to consider
cancelling the visa | ► Go to Question 6
RESPONDED to the notice of intention
to consider cancelling the visa [✓) ► Give details at

Question 5 and/or 
Question 8

Time interview commenced
(This should be a reasonable period after the time at Question

Day Month Year

06:07 06-Jan-2022

4)

Grounds for cancellation
Provide a summary of why the visa holder considers the 
GROUNDS for cancellation DO or DO NOT exist

Mr. DJOKOVIC stated the grounds do not exist and that
lie is surprised the CommonwealthVjovemment had
insufficient information, because his medical exemption
was granted by an Independent Expert Medical Review
yrarrelGoin m i s s i orred byTemrismAustral 1 a.

Mr. DJOKOVIC stated he had provided all medical
reports to Teomrs Australia, includingTusPCR test reports
from 16 Dec 2021 and 21 Dec 2021.

Mr. DJOKOVIC also stated he provided blood sample
reports to Tennis Australia and Independent Expert
Medical Review panel.

© COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA, 2021 1111 (Design date 12/21) - Page 3
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(ob) in the case of the holder of a temporary visa (other than a Subclass 050 
(Bridging (General)) visa, a Subclass 051 (Bridging (Protection Visa 
Applicant)) visa or a Subclass 444 (Special Category) visa) - that the 
Minister is satisfied that the holder is the subject of a notice (however 
described) issued by Interpol for the purpose of providing a warning or 
intelligence that:
(i) the holder has committed an offence against a law of another 

country and is likely to commit a similar offence; or
(ii) the holder is a serious and immediate threat to public safety;

(p) in the case of the holder of a Subclass 050 (Bridging (General)) visa or a 
Subclass 051 (Bridging (Protection Visa Applicant)) visa - that the 
Minister is satisfied that the holder:
(i) has been convicted of an offence against a law of the 

Commonwealth, a State, a Territory or another country (other than 
if the conviction resulted in the holder's last substantive visa being 
cancelled under paragraph (oa)); or

(ii) has been charged with an offence against a law of the 
Commonwealth, a State, a Territory or another country; or

(iii) is the subject of a notice (however described) issued by Interpol for 
the purposes of locating the holder or arresting the holder; or

(iv) is the subject of a notice (however described) issued by Interpol for 
the purpose of providing either or both of a warning or intelligence 
that the holder;
(A) has committed an offence against a law of another country; and
(B) is likely to commit a similar offence; or

(v) is the subject of a notice (however described) issued by Interpol for 
the purpose of providing a warning that the holder is a serious and 
immediate threat to public safety;

(q) in the case of the holder of a Subclass 050 (Bridging (General)) visa or a 
Subclass 051 (Bridging (Protection Visa Applicant)) visa - that:
(i) an agency responsible for the regulation of law enforcement or 

security in Australia lias advised the Minister that the holder is 
under investigation by that agency; and

(ii) the head of that agency has advised the Minister that the holder 
should not hold a Subclass 050 (Bridging (General)) visa or a 
Subclass 051 (Bridging (Protection Visa Applicant)) visa;

(r) in the case of the holder of a Subclass 771 (Transit) visa - that, despite 
the grant of the visa, the Minister reasonably suspects that the holder of 
the visa;
(i) did not have, at the time of the grant of the visa, an intention to 

transit Australia; or
(ii) has ceased to have that intention.

(s) in the case of a holder of:
(i) a Subclass 400 (Temporary Work (Short Stay Specialist)) visa; or
(ii) a Subclass 403 (Temporary Work (International Relations)) visa; or
(iii) a Subclass 407 (Training) visa; or
(iv) a Subclass 408 (Temporary Activity) visa; or
(v) a subclass 417 (Working Holiday) visa; or
(vi) a Subclass 457 (Temporary Work (Skilled)) visa; or 
(vli) a Subclass 462 (Work and Holiday) visa; or
(viii) a Subclass 476 (Skilled—Recognised Graduate) visa; or 
fix) a Subclass 482 (Temporary Skill Shortage) visa; or
(x) a Subclass 485 (Temporary Graduate) visa; or
(xi) a Subclass 500 (Student) visa; or
(xii) a Subclass 590 (Student Guardian) visa; or 
(xiii) a Subclass 600 (Visitor) visa; or
(xiv) a Subclass 601 (Electronic Travel Authority) visa: or
(xv) a Subclass 651 (eVisitor) visa; or
(xvi) a Subclass 676 (Tourist) visa; or 
(xvii) a Subclass 771 (Transit) visa; or 
(xviii) a Subclass 988 (Maritime Crew) visa;
who is in Australia and who has not been immigration cleared - that the 
Minister reasonably believes that the visa holder has contravened 
subsection 126(2), 128(2), 532(1) or 533(1) of the Biosecurity Act 2015:

(t) in the case of the holder of a temporary visa - that the Minister 
reasonably believes that the visa holder:
(i) has imported goods to which regulation 4A of the Customs 

(ProhibitedImports) Regulations 1956 applies; and
(ii) has not been granted a permission under subreguiation 4A(2) of 

those Regulations to import the goods.

(1 A) For paragraph (1 )(ia), the grounds are that, despite the grant of the visa, the 
Minister is satisfied that the visa holder did not have at the time of grant of 
the visa, or has ceased to have, a genuine intention to stay temporarily in 
Australia to carry out the work or activity in relation to which:
(a) the visa holder's visa was granted; or
(b) if the visa holder is identified in a nomination after the visa is granted 

- the visa holder was identified in a nomination,
(IB) For paragraph (1 )(lc), the grounds are the following:

(a) the approval of the person as a sponsor has been cancelled, or the 
approved sponsor has been barred, under section 140M of the Act;

(c) if the primary sponsored person is required to be identified in a 
nomination - the criteria for approval of the latest nomination in which 
the primary sponsored person is identified are no longer met;

(d) the person who is or was an approved sponsor has failed to satisfy a 
sponsorship obligation,

(IC) For subsection 116(1 A) of the Act, the Minister may have regard to the 
matter mentioned in subregulation (1D) in determining whether he or she is 
satisfied as mentioned in paragraph 116(1 )(fa) of the Act.

(ID) For subreguiation (1C), the matter is that participation in a course of study 
by the holder of a student visa has been deferred or temporarily suspended 
by the provider of the course of study:
(a) because of the conduct of the holder; or
(b) because of the circumstances of the holder, other than compassionate 

or compelling circumstances; or
(c) because of compassionate or compelling circumstances of the holder, if 

the Minister is satisfied that the circumstances have ceased to exist; or
(d) on the basis of evidence or a document given to the provider about the 

holder’s circumstances, if the Minister is satisfied that the evidence or 
document is fraudulent or misrepresents the holder’s circumstances,

(2) For subsection 116(3) of the Act, the circumstances in which the Minister 
must cancel a visa are:

(3)

(a) in the case of a visa other than a relevant visa - each of the 
circumstances comprising the grounds set out in:
(i) sub-subparagraphs (1 )(a)(i)(A) and (B); and
(ii) paragraph (1)(aa); and
(iii) paragraph (l)(b); and

(aa) in the case of a relevant visa - the circumstance comprising the 
grounds set out in subparagraph (1 )(a)(ii).

In this regulation:
relevant visa means a visa of any of the following subclasses:
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Department of Home Affairs

Part B- Record of decision whether to cancel visa (continued)

6 Assessment j
I am satisfied that there are: :

0 GROUNDS i
OR |

| | NO GROUNDS ► Go to Question 11

for cancellation of the visa holder’s visa under: i
□ s116(1)(a) j
□ s116(1)(aa)
I | si 16(1 )(b) because I am satisfied that you have not complied with j

condition s
' ------------------------ !

(Refer to reverse of pages 4, 5, 6 and front and reverse of page 7 |
for details of conditions) :

□ s116(1)(c) __________
I | s116(1 )(d) because I am satisfied a ground exists at j

(Enter relevant ground here — s101, s102, s103, s104 or s105) :
0 s116(1)(e) (i)0 (ii) □ I

□ s116(1)0) ;
□ s116(1)(fa) (i) □ (ii) □ i
[ | s116(1 )(g) because I am satisfied a ground exists at ;

Reg 2.43(1) | l S
--------------------------------------------------------------------------  l

I | other }

Please refer to reverse of pages 1,2 and 3 for reference to the relevant ; 
legislation.
Where the Minister can cancel a visa under subsection 116(1) of the : 
Act, the Minister must do so if there exist prescribed circumstances in 
which the visa must be cancelled (see subsection 116(3) of the Act and ; 
the 'prescribed circumstances’ in subregulation 2.43(2) of the Migration i 
Regulations 1994) - refer to reverse of page 3. i

7 Details of the evidence and findings about why the delegate is satisfied 
GROUNDS for cancellation DO EXIST

During interview, the visa holder stated he was not
vaccinated" against CXDVlD-ID. T ht^Visa holder also
provided a copv of a medical exemption issued bv Tennis
Australia. This medical exemption was issued on the

COVID-19. The visa holder stated he had received an
Australian Travel Declaration from the Department of

Australia.

entry into Australian territory. These requirements include
that international travellers make a declaration as to their
\ dv v il ovdvvto y » dvvA 1 lCvvV/vi^ vill i dvvAJLxCVLI^ vX 111vLll vdll V
contraindicated). Travellers may make a declaration that
they have a medical contraindication and must provide

medical practitioner. Previous infection with COVID-19
Is not considered a medical contraindication for
OOVTD-1 9 vaccination in Australia

Unvaccinated persons create a greater health risk of
contracting COV1D-19 and spreading COVID-19 to
others, either of which will further burden the Australian
1ieaitlT^ystenr~ETisuringnnvaucinatedpersunirdirnotenter
Australia is a kev mechanism through which the
Australian Government has slowed the spread of
COVID-19 within the Australian community.

All visa holders, whether permanent or temporary are

both Commonwealth and state and territory jurisdictions.
A breach of these directions is considered a potential risk

community.

Minister may cancel a visa if he or she is satisfied that:
(e) the presence of its holder in Australia is or may be, or
won Id nr might be, a risk to-
(i) the health, safety or good order of the Australian
community or a segment of the Australian community

Based on the above information, I am satisfied there are
grounds to consider cancelling the visa holder ' s subclass

a visa if he or she is satisfied that:... if its holder has not
entered Australia or has so entered but has not been

under Section 116(l)(e)(i) of the Migration Act 1958.

i

!
!
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(a) the holder:
(i) must work only in the occupation listed in the most recently 

approved nomination for the holder; and
(ii) unless the circumstances in subclause (3A) apply:

(A) must work only for the party' to a labour agreement or 
former party to a labour agreement who nominated the 
holder in the most recently approved nomination; or

(B) if the sponsor is, or was, a standard business sponsor 
who was lawfully operating a business in Australia at the 
time of the sponsor’s approval as a standard business 
sponsor, or at the time of the last approval of a variation 
to the sponsor’s term of approval as a standard business 
sponsor - must work only in a position in the business of 
the sponsor or an associated entity of the sponsor; or

(C) if the sponsor is or was a standard business sponsor who 
was not lawfully operating a business in Australia, and 
was lawfully operating a business outside Australia, at the 
time of the sponsor's approval as a standard business 
sponsor, or at the time of the last approval of a variation 
to the sponsor’s term of approval as a standard business 
sponsor - must work only in a position in the business of 
the sponsor,

(aa) subject to paragraph (c), the holder must:
(i) if the holder was outside Australia when the visa was granted

- commence work within 90 days after the holder's arrival in 
Australia; and

(ii) if the holder was in Australia when the visa was granted
- commence work within 90 days after the holder's visa was 
granted; and

(b) if the holder ceases employment - the period during which the holder 
ceases employment must not exceed 60 consecutive days; and

(c) if the holder is required to hold a licence, registration or 
membership that is mandatory to perform the occupation 
nominated in relation to the holder, in the location where the 
holder’s position is situated - the holder:
(i) must hold the licence, registration or membership while the 

holder is performing the occupation; and
(ii) if the holder was outside Australia when the visa was granted

- the holder must hold that licence, registration or 
membership within 90 days after the holder’s arrival in 
Australia; and

(iii) if the holder was in Australia when the visa was granted - the 
holder must hold that licence, registration or membership 
within 90 days after the holder’s visa was granted; and

(iv) must notify the Department, in writing as soon as practicable 
if an application for the licence, registration or membership is 
refused; and

(v) must comply 'with each condition or requirement io which the 
licence, registration or membership is subject; and

(vi) must not engage in work that is inconsistent with the licence, 
registration or membership, including any conditions or 
requirements to which the licence, registration or membership 
is subject; and

(vii) must notify the Department, in writing as soon as practicable 
if the licence, registration or membership ceases to be in 
force or is revoked or cancelled,

(3A) For subparagraph (3) (a) (ii), the circumstances are that:
(a) the holder’s occupation is specified in an instrument in writing for 

subparagraph 2.72(10)(e)(ii) or (iii) as in force before 18 March 
2018; or

(b) the holder is continuing to work for the sponsor, or the associated 
entity of the sponsor, for the purpose of fulfilling a requirement under 
a law relating to industrial relations and relating to the qivina of notice,
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Department of Home Affairs

Part B- Record of decision whether to cancel visa (continued)

8 Reasons the visa should not be cancelled
Provide a summary of the reasons the visa holder gave 
why their visa should not be cancelled

The visa holder gave the following reasons the visa should
not be cancelled :

The visa holder stated he had received an Medical
"■exemption from Tennis Australia.

The visa holder stated he received his Australian Travel
Declaration from the Federaf government;---------------------

The visa holder stated he provided all his medical

assessed by an Independent Expert Medical Review Panel
Commissioned by Tennis Australia.

9 Delegate’s assessment of the reasons the visa should not be cancelled. 
Note: Not applicable to mandatory cancellation under Reg 2.43(2).

Goto Question 11
Purpose of travel to and stay in Australia (whether the visa holder has a 
compelling need to travel to or remain in Australia)

The visa holder has stated on his IPC that his purpose of
travel to Australia is Business. Furthermore the visa
holder stated he is travelline to Australia to participate in
Australian Open.

Base on the above, I consider the visa holder has a
compelling need for travel to Australia and I assign

Extent of compliance with visa conditions (whether the visa holder has 
been generally compliant)

The Visa holder has a compliant travel history, with no
evidence of non-compliance with visa conditions:

I therefore lend this factor some weight in favour of not
©can ceiling:th errsa:

The degree of hardship which may be caused to the visa holder, their 
family members and others, if the visa is cancelled. (Where applicable, 
the best interests of a child in Australia under 18 years must be 
considered in accordance with Australia’s obligations under the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child.)

The visa holder has made no specific claims regarding
nardship m re iau o nTopoient1 a 1 visa cancellation, however
I acknowledge that the cancellation of his Subclass 408
visa will likely result in a reasonable level of
liicoiivemence^and/or financial or emotional hardship.

Based on the above, I lend some weight in favour of not
-cancelling the-visa:
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(5) If the visa is a Subclass 407 (Training) visa, the holder must not:
(a) cease to engage in the most recently nominated program in 

relation to which the holder is identified; or
(b) engage in work or an activity that is inconsistent with the most 

recently nominated program in relation to which the holder is 
identified; or

(c) engage in work or an activity for an employer other than an 
employer identified in accordance with paragraph 2.72A(8)(a) 
(subject to subregulation 2,72A(9)) in the most recent nomination in 
which the holder is identified.

8108 The holder must not be employed in Australia by any 1 employer for more 
than 3 months, without the prior permission in writing of the Secretary.

8109 The holder must not change details of times and places of engagements 
specified in the application to be undertaken in Australia during the visa 
period, without the prior permission in writing of the Secretary.

8110 The holder:
(a) must not engage in work in Australia except in the household of the 

employer in relation to whom the visa was granted; and 
(fa) must not work in a position or occupation inconsistent with the 

position or occupation in relation to which the visa was granted; 
arid

(c) must not engage in work for another person or on the holder’s own 
account while undertaking the employment in relation to which the 
visa was granted; and

(d) must not cease to be employed by the employer in relation to which 
the visa was granted, unless paragraph (e) applies; and

(e) except with the written permission of the Foreign Minister, must not 
remain in Australia after the permanent departure of that employer.

8111 The holder must not;
(8) perform work in Australia except in Lne household oi me employer 

who is the holdei's sponsoi in relation io me visa: ot 
(bi iernairi m Australia aftei the permanent departure of that employer.

oism The holder must not engage in 'work m Australia that rmgi it otherwise be 
carried out by an Australian citizen or an Australian nermaneni resident.

71s The holder must not woik in Australia otherwise than as a memfaet ot 
the ciex; of a non-miliimty ship.

7te The holder must not v<ork in Australia otherwise than as a member of 
the crew oi a superyachf.

y. .7 The holder must riot woik in Austialia other Man be engaging in a 
business Ashen activiiy

ct / The holder must not worl< in Australia oihei Than bv e-ngggincj in an
acth'ily sped fieri m a legislative instrurnen. maoe by hie kimisir-r tor ibis
clause.

71 ■“ Tne iioldei must noi work in Ausiialia otliei man as a memfaei of the 
crew on either <ji buih of the following: 
is) ihe flight on which ihe hoitiei leaves Australia*
(hi one tiigiii tram a proclaimed airport to the proclaimed rnrpon horn 

which the hoidei leaves Austi alia.
tov7- The nolbei must not wnr| in Ausbalw cthci then cm ? member oi me 

aew on one oi rnoie cT ihe folio1. wo. 
im [t ie iiiyi it on 'which the holder fra mis w Australia.
(lx one iliyni from ihe pniciaimed airport ?i Alien the holder s 

Australia to anoihei pi eclair oed si. p^,. i • 
in the fhgrtt on i /hich fl ie hoider reaves Australia' 
yjr oi'ic flight ironi c p. oclaimed mi« pot r io me proclainied arpoit i'ori' 

vTiich the hoidei lewes Ausiialia.
• : A While in AusticTa ihe holder must not engage, .o: mow than 3 niOnins

m any siudi 6 or lrwiimio.
ed Mo'vevei sLibdause it i does noi oppiv w a visa mentioned in • he mime.

Item Visa 1 2

1 Subclass 590 (Student Guardian) visa in relation to which the holder is 
undertaking an ELICOS of less than 20 hours per week.

1A Subclass 602 (Medical Treatment) visa in relation to which the holder: 
la) is under 18; and
(b) has experienced a change in circumstances while in Australia; and
(c) has the written permission of the Minister to engage for more than 

3 months in any studies or training because of compelling and 
compassionate circumstances

2 Subclass 675 (Medical Treatment (Short Stay)) visa in relation to which the 
holder:
fto is tinder 18- and

mi has ihe wiiiien permission or the Minister io engage for mom than 
3 monks in any smdies or training because of compelling an.*' 
nonij mssioi rats cii ct imswnoes

i Subclass (385 (Medical Treatment (Long Siayr visa in miction to \Mich the 
Holder;
(a) is under i 8; and
to) has experienced a chance in circumstances while in Ausiiciia and 
ico has the widen permiss'or of the Minister to enyaoe :oi mote than 

3 months in any siud’es oi Paining because or compeliiog and 
compassionate circumstances

32.73 p7. The holder must be enrolled in a toll-eme course. A siuoy or iraming it the 
holder is:
la) ? Defence Siudenk oi
(b) a Foreign Affairs stone/. or
(c.i a seconder y exchange student, 

to) A hoidei not covered by subclause G i:
(a) must be am olio l m a mil-tin ie r egistei er l coi n ce; anti 
ib) subject to subclause (3; must maintain enrolment in n reciisier&o 

course that, once completed, will proMrie a cwel/cation Tom the 
Australian Qualificaiions Framework that is at the same level as. or 
/ a hicjhei level than, ihe legisterer. couise in ielarion Io -v'nirl'i ihe 
visa was grameci: and

(c) itiust ensuie that neither ot the following subparayaptis applies in 
respect of a legisreied course undertaken Lw ihe holder
(i) the education provider lias cemfied i/ hoidei for a legisiered 

couise undertaken hv ihe holder as not achieving satisfactory 
couise piogiess for secuon 19 of the EEucelion Sw wees foi 
Overseas Students Act 2000 anti the relew nt standard oi the 
national code made by ihe Education Mimsier under 
section 33 of that Act:

(iii the education piovidei has oertiiied the holder, tor a legisiered 
couise undertaken by ihe hoidei. as nor achieving saiistaciorv 
couise atienuance for section 19 of ihe Eoucseon Se* vices for 
Overseas SiuiJenisAci 2000and the relevant stair tord of ihe 
national code made by the Education biinisiei unde' 
section 33 of that Act,

M) A holder is iaken to sausto the requirement sd out in paragraph i2;ib) if
the holder:
fa) is enrolled in a couise at the Australian Qualifications F amewod.

level 10: and
.hi changes then enroimeni io a coins? at the Aususliar' Ouairficaticns 

Fiatneu/orl: level 9,
' m/f The holuei musi nui change his oi hei couise of siuciy, oi ihoS's w 

ieseaich topic, unless approval is given by die Minister atiei ihe 
Minister has obtained an assessment Tow the rompeieni Australian
authorities that the hoidei is noi likely to iw direct I'1 or mdrsaly a usk io
Austi alien national Secuntv.

FAG-- The holder must not undertake or change a course of siuciy or research,
or Thesis oi ieseaich topic, for:
(a) a yiaduade certificate, 3 j.aduaie diploma. a m-cspi ’s ctoyme or a 

doctorate; or
(In) ari> bridging rouise i squired as a pr-ieouisrto to a course •/ sludy 

oi research for n rnasiers degree or a donormn- 
imiess apptoval is given by the Minimer aue die Mwis/i has oUaineu 
an assessment from the compe/nt Ausiwlbu at/io/ics -hai toe udder 
is not lik.elj io be directly oi indiiecil” a risk ic musi whan uauona! Seen ny. 

7*- / The holoei must noi ongaye in any studies oi urinmu m wvsiwha,
7 ATei entry io Aiibir/w, ihe holder musi sausf, p/wito uo'.iic ime-si 

criteria befoie toe view ceases,
7: c A'Tc-i enuy to M.siialia, all ic-ls\am rnornbeis ot the ‘family mid must 

sadism the icievsn; public in.eresi c ileus betoic ihe css cesses.
7 ’ 2- 1 ne hoidei musi noi beconp irn'olveo m s< Ir--1 lps die Ujst!\ e .o, m

violence iiiieriening haiTn to, ine Aususiiaii tom.iwniw or a gwim 
within line Ai.su alton co,iwtuwt>

. '• The holoei musi; snort.
ioi sa 'lie ini? or omes' mid
(iii at a 11ar.o w m a. man iw, sp? n/.J w up h vowei mom w io 

time.
Tin? ilOldC. mUS" r.'poru
• ?' ' wi'ii'i ? voji '.v'lg ,j8 S UI O' am- m w: .ton.? ./• tw uy. c-tow wto 
to> ic ihca office j.~. tee *i rt 'uo.fi,?. o.?y m evw_, >.. mu, mic .mooting

UliU&l palSyiaDii mi.
•; y f w hoiiir' mr.S'mainian ooeut.:j° af u .p?,/, w:... ava 

iv'i|e dp puiUoi is in ■-.uiraii.;
w' i toehold?' o11'*.?, pa u,iusi loic-i-1 www.'im •.'?o-e ie c;"" w
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Department of Home Affairs

Part B- Record of decision whether to cancel visa (continued)

Client circumstances in which the ground for cancellation arose 
(whether there were any extenuating circumstances beyond the visa 
holder’s control that led to the grounds existing)

The visa holder stated that Tennis Australia facilitated his
medical:exemption ftmiTC’OVlDTb.vaccination
requirement and completed the Australian Travel
Declaration on his behalf.

I consider that Tennis Australia would have facilitated his
medical exemption and Australian Travel Declaration

such, I don't consider these constitute extenuating
circumstances beyond the visa holder's control.

Based on the above, I apply significant weight in favour of
visa cancellation for this factor.

Visa holder’s behaviour in relation to the Department, now and on any 
previous occasion (whether they have been truthful and cooperative in 
their dealings with the Department)

There is no indication the visa holder has been
uncooperative in any dealings with the department."The
visa holder has been cooperative durinp the current.
process. I therefore give some weight to this factor in
favour of not cancelling the visa.

10 Other relevant reasons (including mandatory legal consequences)

1 have also considered the legal consequences of a
"decision to cancel the visa1ibMe?TvisaandTK)teTliat if the”
visa is cancelled he:

- will be affected bv a risk factor under Public Interest
Criteria 4013 which may affect the eligibility for other
visas in the future
- may be liable for detention and removal from Australia

Considering the visa hoMcruegularly-travels to~Austraha
to compete in tennis tournaments, I consider the above
consequences to be significant. As such, I assign
i cdoUiiijiuiv vv vifcjiii in ici v um ul lidv Cciiicciiiii^j me v ioci iu 1
this factor.

11 Decision
After weighing up all of the information available to me, I am satisfied 
that the grounds for cancelling the visa outweigh the reasons for not

cancelling. I have therefore decided to cancel the visa. 0

OR
As I am satisfied there exist prescribed circumstances in which the 

visa must be cancelled, I must cancel the visa under regulation
2.43(2), □ 

OR
After weighing up all of the information available to me, I am satisfied 

that the reasons not to cancel the visa outweigh the grounds for 
cancellation. I have therefore decided not to cancel the visa. CJ 

OR
After weighing up all of the information available to me, I am not 
satisfied that there is a ground for cancellation. I have therefore

decided not to cancel the visa. I I

12 Delegate’s details

Signature 
of officer

Name

Position number

Date

© COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA, 2021 1111 (Design date 12/211 - Page 6
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ATTACHMENT B (Part B)

During interview, the visa holder stated he was not vaccinated against COVID-19. The Visa holder also 
provided a copy of a medical exemption issued by Tennis Australia. This medical exemption was issued on 
the grounds that the visa holder has recently recovered from COVID-19. The visa holder stated he had 
received an Australian Travel Declaration from the Department of Home Affairs, which was lodged on his 
behalf by Tennis Australia.

Under the Biosecurity Act 2015, there are requirements for entry into Australian territory. These 
requirements include that international travellers make a declaration as to their vaccination status 
(vaccinated, unvaccinated, or medically contraindicated). Travellers may make a declaration that they have a 
medical contraindication and must provide evidence of that medical contraindication provided by their 
medical practitioner. Previous infection with COVID-19 is not considered a medical contraindication for 
COVID-19 vaccination in Australia.

Unvaccinated persons create a greater health risk of contracting COVID-19 and spreading COVID-19 to 
others, either of which will further burden the Australian health system. Ensuring unvaccinated persons do 
not enter Australia is a key mechanism through which the Australian Government has slowed the spread of 
COVID-19 within the Australian community.

All visa holders, whether permanent or temporary are expected to abide by all public health directives issued 
by both Commonwealth and state and territory jurisdictions. A breach of these directions is considered a 
potential risk to the health, safety or good order of the Australian community.

Subject to Section 116(1) of the Migration Act 1958, the Minister may cancel a visa if he or she is satisfied 
that:
(e) the presence of its holder in Australia is or may be, or would or might be, a risk to:
(i) the health, safety or good order of the Australian community or a segment of the Australian community

Based on the above information, I am satisfied there are grounds to consider cancelling the visa holder's 
subclass GG-408 visa. The ground is that, the Minister may cancel a visa if he or she is satisfied that:... if its 
holder has not entered Australia or has so entered but has not been immigration cleared - it would be liable 
to be cancelled under Section 116(l)(e)(i) of the Migration Act 1958.
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Department of Home Affairs

Notification of decision

Part C - Notification of decision to cancel 
visa under si 16 of the Migration Act 1958

1 Full name 
Family name

DJOKOVIC

Given names

Novak

Day Month Year

On 06-Jan-2022

you were notified of an intention to consider cancelling your
Day Month Year

subclass GG408 visa granted on 18-Nov-2021

under section 116 of the Migration Act 1958.

3 You:
DID NOT RESPOND OR ADVISED YOU 
DID NOT WISH TO RESPOND to the 
notice of intention to consider 
cancelling the visa Q

RESPONDED to the notice of intention
to consider cancelling the visa
(Refer to Item 5 and Item 8, Part B for
details of your response) [✓] ► Your comments have

been taken into account 
in making this decision.

4 I am satisfied that there are grounds for visa cancellation under:
□ s116(1)(a)
□ s116(1)(aa)
I | s116(1)(b) because \ am satisfied that you have not complied with 

condition

(Refer to reverse of pages 4, 5,6 and front and reverse of page 7 
for details of conditions)

□ S116(1)(C)
I I si 16(1 )(d) because l am satisfied a ground exists at

(Enter relevant ground here - s101, s102, s103, s104 or s105)
0 s116(1)(e) (i) 0 (ii) □
□ s116(1)0)
□ s116(1)(fa) (i) □ (ii) □
I I s! 16(1 )(g) because I am satisfied a ground exists at 

Reg 2.43(1) [___________

i I other

Please refer to reverse of pages 1,2 and 3 for reference to the relevant 
legislation.
Where the Minister can cancel a visa under subsection 116(1) of the 
Act, the Minister must do so if there exist prescribed circumstances in 
which the visa must be cancelled (see subsection 116(3) of the Act and 
the 'prescribed circumstances’ in subregulation 2.43(2) of the Migration 
Regulations 1994) - refer to reverse of page 3.
After weighing up all of the information available to me I was satisfied 
that the grounds for cancelling your visa outweighed the reasons for not 
cancelling.
A copy of the Department’s decision record is attached.

© COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA. 2021

5

6

7

i

Your visa (and the visa of any dependants) has been cancelled on
Day Month Year

06-Jan-2022

As your visa has been cancelled you may be refused immigration 
clearance. You may also be detained and removed from Australia 
as an unlawful non-citizen under s189 of the Migration Act 1958.
Where your visa is evidenced in your passport, it will be stamped 
INOPERATIVE’ due to the cancellation. Note: The decision to cancel is 
not merits-reviewable under the Migration Act 1958.
Other relevant agencies will be advised that your visa has been cancelled.

Delegate’s details

Signature 
of officer

Name

Position number

Date

Former visa holder’s signature to verify that Part B (Record of decision 
whether to cancel visa) and Part C (Notification of decision to cancel visa 
under s116) has been received

Signature 
of former 
visa holder ilta

Day Month Year

Date CL t \ 7LC 1,1-Time 1 r V* "l c:C» *

Interpreter details

Signature
of interpreter fits

Day Month Year

Date Time

TIS number

The information recorded on this form may be used as a basis 
for recording the electronic report of the cancellation.

1111 (Design date 12/21) - Page 8
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This is the document referred to as NB-3 in the affidavit of Natalie Bannister sworn at Melbourne on 7 January 
2022 before me:  
 
 
 
 
Sining Wang 
Australian Legal Practitioner  
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From: Brown, David <David.Brown@ags.gov.au>  
Sent: Friday, 7 January 2022 10:53 AM 
To: Penelope Ford <Penelope.Ford@hallandwilcox.com.au>; Isabella Jackson 
<Isabella.Jackson@hallandwilcox.com.au> 
Cc: Parker, Kelsie <Kelsie.Parker@ags.gov.au> 
Subject: Djokovic MLG 35 of 2022 Annexure H [AGSDMS-DMS.FID4554399] 
 
Dear Penelope and Isabella 
 
Djokovic  MLG 35 of 2022  Annexure H 
 
There were 3 pages of statutory provisions missing from the original document, which should have been included 
immediately after the delegate decision signature box page. 
 
So after pdf page 13 of the attached revised document there are now 3 pages of statutory provisions, followed by Att 
B, and then the notification of decision. 
 
David 
 

___________________________ 

David Brown 

Senior Executive Lawyer 

Australian Government Solicitor 

T 03 9242 1391 

david.brown@ags.gov.au 

Find out more about AGS at http://www.ags.gov.au 

 
Important: This message may contain confidential or legally privileged information. If you think it was sent to you by 

mistake, please delete all copies and advise the sender. For the purposes of the Spam Act 2003, this email is 

authorised by AGS. 

  
 
If you have received this transmission in error please notify us immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies. If 
this e-mail or any attachments have been sent to you in error, that error does not constitute waiver of any 
confidentiality, privilege or copyright in respect of information in the e-mail or attachments.  
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